Abstract. The objects of the study are intermediate subgroups of the general linear group GL(n, k) of degree n over an arbitrary field k that contain a nonsplit maximal torus associated with an extension of degree n of the ground field k (minisotropic torus). It is proved that if an overgroup of a nonsplit torus contains a one-dimensional transformation, then it contains an elementary transvection at some position in every column, and similarly for rows. This result makes it possible to associate net subgroups with groups of the above class and thus forms a base for their further study. This step is motivated by extremely high complexity of the lattice of intermediate subgroups. For a finite field, the lattice of overgroups of a nonsplit maximal torus is essentially determined by subfields intermediate between the ground field and its extension (G. M. Seitz, W. Kantor, R. Dye). Nothing like that holds true for an infinite field; even for the group GL(2, k) this lattice has much more complicated structure and essentially depends on the arithmetic of the ground field k (Z. I. Borewicz, V. P. Platonov, Chan Ngoc Hoi, the author, and others). §1. Introduction Through the last decades, a lot of attention has been paid to the study of subgroups of classical and Chevalley groups that contain a split maximal torus. For the case of a split maximal torus, there is an almost complete description of the lattice of its overgroups in classical groups, and in Chevalley groups. The overgroups of split maximal tori were studied by A. Borel, J. Tits, G. M. Seitz, O. King, and others. We mention the important contribution of the Leningrad and St.-Petersburg algebra school (Z. I. Borewicz, N. A. Vavilov, and their students) to the description of overgroups of diagonal and block diagonal subgroups, over fields and rings. In the surveys [5, 6, 7, 8] and [27] one can find detailed descriptions of results in this direction.
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Even for the general linear group over a field, much less is known about the description of overgroups of nonsplit maximal tori associated with a ground field extension (minisotropic tori). In a more general setting, this problem (related to the description of overgroups of subgroups from the Aschbacher class C 3 ) can be stated as follows. Let K/k be a finite extension of degree m, let V be a vector space of dimension n over the field K (and thus, of dimension mn over k). Then, obviously (a K-linear map is k-linear), we have GL K (V ) ≤ GL k (V ), or, in the matrix form, GL(n, K) ≤ GL(mn, k). Observe that, for n = 1, the group GL(1, K) = K * is a nonsplit maximal torus. We state a result due to Shang Zhi Li [23] , which reduces the above problem to the special case of a nonsplit torus. Observe that, for a finite field, Roger Dye (see [18, 19, 20] ) described the overgroups of GL(n, K) in GL(nm, k) under the assumption n ≥ 1.
As of today, a complete description of overgroups of a nonsplit maximal torus is only known in some special cases such as finite fields, or local fields. For finite fields, this was done in the work of Kantor, Seitz, and Dye (see [18] - [21] , [25, 26] ), where such a description was obtained for all fields of characteristic not equal to 2 or 3 that contain at least 13 elements. Observe that, in fact, Seitz described the subgroups of finite groups of Lie type containing an arbitrary maximal torus. Krupetskiȋ [14, 15] considered overgroups of some special tori (analogs of compact tori) in the unitary group defined over a nonramified quadratic extension of a local field (classification of such tori was addressed in [22] ). For local and global fields, important results on overgroups of nonsplit tori were obtained by Platonov [24] . In the case of the field of real numbers R, overgroups of maximal tori are closed in the usual real topology, and in particular, for a given torus there are only finitely many intermediate subgroups [17, 24] .
As opposed to the case of finite fields, for infinite fields, overgroups of a nonsplit maximal torus correspond to a class of subrings of the ground field. Namely, the smallest subring R 0 of the ground field k can be constructed such that every overgroup containing a nonsplit torus is associated in a natural sense with an elementary net subgroup, defined in terms of a net of ideals in some intermediate subring
As an example, we recall what the ring R 0 looks like in the case of GL(2, k); see [1] - [4] , [9] - [13] , [16] . If k is a local number field (a finite extension of the field of p-adic numbers, p = 2), and if the torus is determined by a nonramified quadratic extension of k, then the ring R 0 coincides with the ring of integers of the normalized valuation of k; in this case, there are countably many intermediate subgroups. For global fields the picture is much more complicated. When k = Q is the field of rational numbers, and the torus is determined by a quadratic extension Q( √ d), where d ∈ Q is square-free, then the ring R 0 consists of all rational numbers whose denominators contain only those primes modulo which d is a quadratic residue. Thus, in this case, there is a continuum of overgroups of a nonsplit maximal torus in the group GL(2, Q). If k = F q (t) is the field of rational functions with coefficients in a finite field F q of odd characteristic, and if the torus is determined by a quadratic extension k( √ μ), where μ is a nonsquare in F q , then the ring R 0 coincides with the ring of all semiproper fractions f/g, deg(f ) ≤ deg(g), whose denominators are products of irreducible polynomials of even degree over the field F q ; again, there is a continuum of intermediate subgroups in this case.
The above results show that one should start with developing the concepts and terminology in which it would be possible to describe overgroups of nonsplit tori. It seems to us that, apart from congruences (nets), these concepts should come from geometry, and for specific fields also from their arithmetics.
A complete description of overgroups of a nonsplit maximal torus is difficult. As a first step, it is natural to consider such overgroups containing a one-dimensional transformation. This is precisely what we address in the present paper. We fix a base of the extension K/k and prove that every subgroup of the above class contains an elementary transvection at some position in each column and in each row. This result allows us to construct net subgroups associated with overgroups of tori and thus creates a base for their further study. Now we state the main results of the present paper. Let K be a finite extension of degree n of a field k of odd characteristic. Next, let T = T (K/k) be a nonsplit maximal torus corresponding to the extension K/k. In the present paper we use the following notation: E is the identity matrix of degree n; E ij is the matrix that has 1 ∈ k at the position (i, j) and zeros elsewhere; t ij (ξ) = E + ξE ij is the elementary transvection, ξ ∈ k * , i = j; ε i = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) is the vector that has 1 as its ith component, whereas all other components are zeros;
by [S] ij we denote the entry of a matrix S at the position (i, j); S T is the transpose of S; a transformation τ of a vector space is said to be one-dimensional if dim Im(τ −1) = 1.
§2. Matrix representation of a nonsplit maximal torus
Let K be an extension of degree n of the field k. We fix a basis e 1 = 1, e 2 , . . . , e n of K over k. Consider the regular embedding of the multiplicative group K * of the field K in the group of k-linear automorphisms
The image of K * under this embedding is denoted by T = T (K/k) and is called the nonsplit maximal torus corresponding to the extension K/k. From the viewpoint of algebraic groups, this is an example of a minisotropic maximal torus.
In the above base, an element t = x 1 e 1 + · · · + x n e n ∈ K is represented by the matrix
Its first column coincides with x, while
where f ij (x) = f ij (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are the linear functionals f ij : k n −→ k determined by the choice of the basis. Thus, the torus T can be represented by the subgroup
of the general linear group G = GL(n, k).
Proposition 1. We have
Proof. The above formulas are implied by the fact that the embedding of K * in Aut k K is regular. Observe that the last formula follows from the identity t(s) = t s.
We note that the matrix C(x) is scalar if and only if it represents an element of the ground field k. Next, for any x ∈ k n \ 0 all columns and rows of the matrix C(x) are nonzero, because otherwise the determinant of the matrix C(x) equals zero. But this is impossible: it is equal to the norm of a nonzero element of the field K.
n be an arbitrary column (row ); then for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists x ∈ k n such that the ith row (column) of the matrix C(x) coincides with α.
Proof. The proof of statement 1) follows from the transitivity of the action of K * on K * by multiplication. To check statement 2), let α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) be an arbitrary row. Set t = α 1 e 1 + · · · + α n e n . Next, let te
Then the ith column of the matrix C(x) coincides with the column α T . Indeed, (te
i )e i = α 1 e 1 + · · · + α n e n . Now, we show that the ith row of some matrix C(x) coincides with α. Consider the ith row of the matrix C(x),
where
. . , n, has a solution. Indeed, the determinant of the matrix (a i rs ) is not zero, because otherwise the corresponding homogeneous system has a nonzero solution x = s 0 for which the matrix C(x) has a zero row.
Proposition 3. Suppose a subgroup H, T ≤ H ≤ G, contains a transvection
such that γ i = 0 and the transvection
similar claim holds true for transvections of the form
E + ε T i · γ. Proof. Let α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ), β = (β 1 , . . . , β n ). By assumption, E + α T β ∈ H. Since β = s 0, by Proposition 2 there exists x = s 0 such that βC(x) = ε i . Set C −1 (x)α T = γ T . Then C −1 (x)(E + α T β)C(x) = E + γ T ε i .
Proposition 4. If all nondiagonal entries in some row or some column of a matrix C(x) are zeros, then C(x) is itself scalar.
Proof. First, observe that for i = j the linear functional f ij (x) does not involve the variable x 1 . This follows from the fact that
where C(e i ) is the matrix of the element e i (or, in other words, of the map e i ) in the basis 1, e 2 , . . . , e n . Suppose, for instance, that all entries in the first row of the matrix C(x), apart from the first one, are zeros, f 11 (x) = x 1 , f 1j (x) = 0, 2 ≤ j ≤ n. By the above, the determinant of the homogeneous system f 11 (x) = x 1 = 0, f 1j (x) = 0, 2 ≤ j ≤ n, is nonzero and coincides with the determinant of the system f 1j (x) = 0, 2 ≤ j ≤ n. Then this system has only the trivial solution x 2 = 0, . . . , x n = 0, whence C(x) = x 1 E. §3. Bilinear form induced by a nonsplit torus, and the corresponding matrices
It turns out that an important role in the study of subgroups containing a nonsplit torus is played by certain bilinear forms defined in terms of columns and rows of the matrices C(x). Namely, for the ith column (row) we define the bilinear form on k n as the entry of C(x)C(y) at the position (i, i),
Usually, we work with the first column, so that we consider the bilinear form
Consider the transvection
Proof. It suffices to show that
Indeed, the first row of the matrix C −1 (x)A −1 has the form
Thus, it coincides with the first row of the matrix
Proposition 6. We have
Next,
Proof. Clearly, formula (2) follows from formula (1). Now, set C = C(x), C −1 = C −1 (x). Then (1) implies that
It only remains to observe that αCα = (x, α)α.
Proposition 7. Assume that the group H, T ≤ H ≤ G, contains a transvection
The relation E + γε 1 ∈ H follows from (3) and the fact that H ≥ T . Since E − αε 1 ∈ H, we can set α ≡ −α in (3). Then we see that E + γ 3 ε 1 ∈ H, where
It remains to recall that (E + γε
Observe that if (K : k) ≥ 3, then there exists an element α ∈ K not contained in a quadratic extension of the field k. Indeed, let x ∈ K be such that x, k is a quadratic extension of the field k, and let y ∈ K \ x, k be such that y, k is a quadratic extension of the field k. Then α = x + y is not contained in a quadratic extension of the field k.
A fundamental role in further arguments is played by the matrices occurring in (4).
is a vector with at least two nonzero components. Then for some x the matrix B(x) is not scalar.

Proof. Let α
We choose a vector y so that the first row of the matrix C(y) has 1 at the ith position and zeros elsewhere. This is possible by Proposition 2. Similarly, let z be a vector such that the first row of the matrix C(z) has 1 at the jth position and zeros elsewhere. If one of the matrices B(y) or B(z) is not scalar, we are done. Thus, we may assume that both of them are scalar,
where ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ k. By the choice of y and z, we have
Observe that the matrices C(y) and C(z) are not scalar, and
for all ζ, ζ 1 ∈ k. Next, observe that (y , α) = 0, (z , α) = 0, because otherwise from (5) and (6) it would follow that one of the matrices C(y) or C(z) is scalar. Now, (5) and (7) imply that C(z), k and C(y), k are quadratic extensions of the field k, and, moreover,
We choose ξ 0 ∈ k in such a way that (y + ξ 0 z, α) = 0. For this, observe that
We show that the matrix
is not scalar. Suppose B(x) is scalar, contrary to expectations. Let
Observe that (x , α) = 0, because otherwise C(x) = C(y) + ξ 0 C(z) is a scalar matrix, which contradicts (7). Thus, C(x), k is a quadratic extension of the field k. 
Lemma 2. We have [S, A] = E + γε 1 , where
Proof. We immediately see that γ =
This implies the lemma.
Remark 1. It is easily seen that the matrix E + γε 1 from the above lemma is a transvection. For this it suffices to observe that γ T = (0, γ 2 , . . . , γ n ).
Proposition 8. If an intermediate subgroup H, T ≤ H ≤ G, contains a one-dimensional transformation, then H contains a transvection.
Proof. First, observe that if in Lemma 2 we take a vector x such that x 1 = 0, x 1 = 0, then the above matrix E +γε 1 is a transvection. In particular, this implies that if the subgroup H contains a diagonal matrix diag(θ, 1, . . . , 1), then it contains a transvection. Now,
is contained in H. Thus, we may assume that
We take a basis e 2 , . . . , e n of the subspace ker ϕ. Recalling that 1 / ∈ ker ϕ, we see that 1 = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n is a basis of K over k. In this basis, the matrix of the transformation τ is diagonal, diag(θ, 1, . . . , 1) , θ = ϕ (1) . Then H contains a transvection by Lemma 2. It suffices to return to the initial basis. Note that the transvections are invariant under a basis change.
§5. Techniques of extraction of elementary transvections
In this section we develop the techniques of extraction of elementary transvections from intermediate subgroups H, T ≤ H ≤ G, containing a one-dimensional transformation. By §4, we may assume that the subgroup H contains a transvection, not necessarily elementary. Next, by Proposition 3 we can pick an A ∈ H of the form A = E + αε 1 , where all entries of the matrix A − E apart from the first column are zeros, whereas the first column of A − E coincides with the column α, where α T = (0, α 2 , . . . , α n ). By Proposition 7, together with the matrix A, for each x ∈ k n \ s 0, the subgroup H contains a transvection E + γε 1 , where
Proof. By assumption, α coincides with the kth column of the matrix C(x). Consequently, α is orthogonal to the first row of the matrix C −1 (x), whence (x , α) = 0. But then (8) implies that γ = (x, α)ε T k , and finally, E + γε 1 = t k1 ((x, α) ) ∈ H. By Proposition 9, in the sequel we may assume that α is subject to the conditions of the following proposition.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) for each k ≥ 2, if α is the kth column of the matrix
is contained in the k-subspace e 2 , . . . , e n of dimension n − 1. / ∈ e 2 , . . . , e n is equivalent to the fact that t k1 ((x, α)) ∈ H for some x ∈ k n \ s 0 with (x, α) = 0.
Proof. Observe that (te
−1 k )e k = α 1 · e 1 + α 2 · e 2 + · · · + α n e n .
Consequently, C(te
Denote by t B the element of the field K corresponding to the matrix B(x) ∈ T ; see Lemma 1. Propositions 7, 9, 10, and the last remark can be summarized as follows. In the present section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. First, we prove that it suffices to consider the transvection A = E + αε 1 corresponding to the first column α = (0, α 2 , . . . , α n ) T . Indeed, consider the transvection Similarly, considering the action of elements of the torus on rows (the transposition of the above action on columns), we can reduce the case of transvections with nontrivial rows to that of transvections with nontrivial columns.
Proposition 11. Suppose an intermediate subgroup H contains a transvection
Proof of Theorem 1. Let τ ∈ H be a one-dimensional transformation τ = (δ ij +α i β j ). By Proposition 8, we may assume that τ is a transvection, in other words, that
Next, by Proposition 3 and the above, we may assume that
where α = (0, α 2 , . . . , α n ) T . We must show that for some k ≥ 2 and ζ = 0 the elementary transvection t k1 (ζ) is contained in the group H.
We may assume that for our basis e 1 = 1, e 2 , . . . , e n , the elements e 
∈ L for all k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n. Lemma 1 allows us to assume that the element t B is not contained in the field k. Set Remark 4. In the proof we used the fact that the reciprocals 1/e 2 , . . . , 1/e n of the basis elements are linearly independent.
Remark 5. Theorem 1 is valid without the assumption e 1 = 1.
Let x
n − d be an irreducible polynomial over the field k, d ∈ k. Then the elements
We state another result, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
, and x s = 0, where
Proof. It is easy to verify that
It follows that, for any integer j,
where z i = 0 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Now, the proof of the proposition can be finished as follows. If 2 ≤ s < i ≤ n, then we can take ω
we get x i = 1, x s = 0 and, by the above, x s = 0. In the case where i = 1 we do the following. For s ≥ 3 we can take ω = 1 + θ such that x 2 = x 1 = 1, x s = 0, and x s = 0. On the other hand, for s = 2 we take the element ω = θ −1 + 1, for which
Proof of Theorem 2. For n = 2 our claim follows from Theorem 1. Thus, we assume that n ≥ 3. By Theorem 1 it suffices to show that if t kr (ξ) ∈ H for some k, r, ξ = 0, then t jr (ξ 1 ) ∈ H for all j, j = r, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and for some ξ 1 = 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that r = 1, t k1 (ξ) ∈ H, t k1 (ξ) = E + α T ε 1 , where α = ξε k , k ≥ 2. Then the vector α corresponds to an element t = θ k−1 of the field K, where for simplicity we omit the coefficient ξ. Since 2 ≤ k ≤ n, we have 2 ≤ n − k + 2 ≤ n. Since n ≥ 3, we can choose an index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that i = n − k + 2. By Proposition 12, there is a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) Observe that i is arbitrary, x i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and, moreover, i = n − k + 2, x n−k+2 = 0. Thus, the degree of θ at x n−k+2 equals 2(k − 1) + n − k + 2 − 1 ≡ (k − 1)(mod n).
It follows that as i ranges between 1 and n, i = n − k + 2, the degrees 2(k − 1) + i − 1 run over a complete residue system modulo n, with the exception of (k − 1)(mod n). Let j be arbitrary, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, j = k − 1, x i θ 2(k−1)+i−1 = x i ζθ j for some ζ ∈ k, ζ = 0. All other degrees of the element θ as in (9) run over all values from 0 to n − 1, with the exception of j and k − 1.
Then
where x i ζ = 0. Thus, t B t 2 θ −j / ∈ θ, θ 2 , . . . , θ n−1 . Recall that for our basis we have e j+1 = θ j ; hence, by Proposition 11, t j+1,1 (ξ 1 ) ∈ H, ξ 1 = 0, with an arbitrary j, j = k − 1. But since t k1 (ξ) ∈ H, for any j with 2 ≤ j ≤ n there exists ξ = 0 such that t j1 (ξ) ∈ H (in general, with different ξ's for different j's).
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